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ABSTRACT: We give a description of the design, construction and testing of the 30 and 44 GHz
Front End Modules (FEMs) for the Low Frequency Instrument (LFI) of the Planck mission to be
launched in 2009. The scientific requirements of the missiondetermine the performance parameters
to be met by the FEMs, including their linear polarization characteristics.

The FEM design is that of a differential pseudo-correlationradiometer in which the signal
from the sky is compared with a 4-K blackbody load. The Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) at the
heart of the FEM is based on indium phosphide High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMTs). The
radiometer incorporates a novel phase-switch design whichgives excellent amplitude and phase
match across the band.

The noise temperature requirements are met within the measurement errors at the two frequen-
cies. For the most sensitive LNAs, the noise temperature at the band centre is 3 and 5 times the
quantum limit at 30 and 44 GHz respectively. For some of the FEMs, the noise temperature is
still falling as the ambient temperature is reduced to 20 K. Stability tests of the FEMs, including a
measurement of the 1/f knee frequency, also meet mission requirements.

The 30 and 44 GHz FEMs have met or bettered the mission requirements in all critical aspects.
The most sensitive LNAs have reached new limits of noise temperature for HEMTs at their band
centres. The FEMs have well-defined linear polarization characteristcs.

KEYWORDS: Space instrumentation; HEMT amplifiers; Microwave radiometers; Instruments for
CMB observations
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1 Introduction

Observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) provide unique information about the
early history of the Universe some 380,000 years after the Big Bang. The CMB power spectrum
as a function of the angular frequency,l, gives critical data for cosmology. Up to the present,
the angular frequency coverage is obtained from a combination of ground and balloon (high-l)
observations of restricted areas and space (low-l) all-sky observations. Ground-based instruments
sampling high-l values include CBI [1], the VSA [2], DASI [3], QUaD [4] and ACBAR [5]; balloon
instruments include BOOMERANG [6] and Archeops [7]. The space-based instruments giving all-
sky coverage are COBE [8] and WMAP [9–11]. The Planck satellite will give full sky coverage
over a widel range in a single instrument with data collected at all frequencies simultaneously.

From the earliest days of CMB research it was recognized thatGalactic foregrounds were a
significant contaminant of the CMB. At the lower frequencies, synchrotron [e.g.12] and free-free
emissions [13] were well-established foregrounds but their accuracy is insufficient for precise mea-
surement of the CMB and as indicated below, Planck will be used to improve this. A spinning dust
(“anomalous emission”) component [14, 15] was later identified; it dominated the foregrounds
in the frequency range 15 to 40 GHz [16, 17]. At frequencies above∼100 GHz, the dominant
foreground is the thermal (vibrational) emission from interstellar dust which has a range of tem-
peratures and particle sizes [18]. HFI will enable an accurate measurement of this foreground.

To derive the best estimate of the CMB sky distribution, it isnecessary to have a wide fre-
quency coverage in the Planck armoury in order to identify and remove the Galactic foregrounds.
The Planck satellite covers the frequency range 30 to 857 GHzwith two technologies. The Low
Frequency Instrument (LFI) consists of low noise amplifiersat 30, 44 and 70 GHz. The High Fre-
quency Instrument (HFI) uses bolometers at 100, 143, 217, 353, 545 and 857 GHz. The frequency
bands which are least contaminated by foregrounds, and hence best for observing the CMB, are
those in the octave either side of 100 GHz. The 70 GHz channel is the channel where foregrounds
are minimum both in intensity and linear polarization.

This wide frequency coverage in a deep all-sky survey will provide crucial information on all
the Galactic components. The 30 and 44 GHz channels are particularly important in determining
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the properties of the synchrotron, free-free and spinning dust components when combined with
new ground-based surveys at lower frequencies.

All the receivers/detector bands on Planck between 30 and 353 GHz will be sensitive to linear
polarization. Special attention has been paid to the purityof the polarization detection system
since the E-mode polarization of the CMB is weak (∼ 2 µK) and any B-mode polarization will be
weaker by factors of 10 or more. The linear polarization of the synchrotron emission is relatively
strong, so accurate measurements over a wide frequency range will contribute substantially to
an understanding of the structure of the Galactic magnetic field. Careful measurements of the
polarization in all the frequency channels are necessary todetect and quantify the polarization of
the free-free and dust — both spinning and thermal.

In this paper we describe the design, development and testing of the cryogenic section (the
front end modules, FEMs) of the LFI radiometers at 30 and 44 GHz. The structure of the paper
is as follows. Section2 describes the specification and rationale of the radiometerchain at 30
and 44 GHz, along with a description of the input structure (the horns) and the back end modules
to which the FEMs are attached. Section3 describes the design of the various components of
the FEMs. Section4 gives the details of the FEM assembly and qualification. The radiometric
performance of the FEMs is given in section5. An overall summary of the expected performance
of the 30 and 44 GHz radiometers in orbit is provided in section 6.

2 Specification of the Radiometer chain at 30 and 44 GHz

The principal observational objective of Planck is to produce maps of the whole sky in the 9 fre-
quency channels listed in table 1. The telescope is an off-axis aplanatic design with a diameter of
1.5 m. The spacecraft will spin at∼ 1 rpm around an axis offset by∼ 85◦from the telescope bore-
sight so that the observed sky patch traces a large circle in the sky. The FWHM beamwidth at each
of the observing frequencies is also given in table 1. The receivers at the LFI frequencies are based
on indium phosphide (InP) high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) cooled to 20 K by a closed
cycle hydrogen sorption cooler. The HFI detectors include spider-web and polarization-sensitive
bolometers operating at 0.1 K. The LFI is sensitive to linearpolarization in all channels while the
HFI has 8 polarization sensitive detectors at each of its 4 lowest frequencies.

The sensitivity in each of the Planck frequency bands is given in terms of the rms thermody-
namic noise temperature in each corresponding beam area in table1. It is seen that the highest
temperature sensitivities are at the lower frequencies.

The LFI instrument with its arrays of cooled pseudo-correlation radiometers represents an
advance in the state of the art [19, 20] over the sensitivity of COBE [8] and WMAP [21]. It is
particularly designed to have maximum freedom from systematic errors both in total power and
polarization.

The overall rationale for the radiometer design, which differs from the WMAP design [9] is
described in [22]. The LFI radiometer design is largely driven by the need to suppress the fraction
of 1/f-type noise induced by gain and noise temperature fluctuations in the amplifiers which would
be unacceptably high for a simple total power system. A differential pseudo-correlation scheme
is adopted, in which signals from the sky and from a black-body reference load are combined by
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Table 1. Original specification of the receivers and bolometers in Planck.

Property Centre frequency (GHz)
30 44 70 100 143 217 353 545 857

LFIa or HFIb LFI LFI LFI HFI HFI HFI HFI HFI HFI
Number of horns 2 3 6 8 12 12 12 4 4

Linear polarization Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
Resolution (arcmin) 33 24 14 10 7.1 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

∆T/T per pixel (StokesI )c 2.0 2.7 4.7 2.5 2.2 4.8 14.7 147 6,700

aLFI receives both linear polarizations and employs indium phosphide (InP) HEMT amplifers
bHFI units are spider-web and polarization-sensitive bolometers
cGoal in µK/K 1σ for square pixels of side given in the “resolution” row, achievable after 2 full sky surveys (14

months)

a hybrid coupler, amplified in two independent amplifier chains, and separated out by a second
hybrid as shown in figure1.

Figure 1. The basic block diagram of the radiometer chain.
The signals from the horn and reference load are fed to the hy-
brids via the ortho-mode transducer (OMT). The dashed line
surrounding the hybrids, first amplifiers, and phase switches
delineates the front end module (FEM). The dashed line sur-
rounding the second amplifiers, filters, detectors and videoam-
plifiers defines the back end module (BEM). The FEM and
BEM are connected by four 1.5 m lengths of waveguide.

Each front end module (FEM) is
located in the focal area of the Planck
telescope where it is fed from two dual-
profiled feed horns, one directed at the
sky and the other at the 4-K reference
load located on the surface of the high
frequency instrument (HFI) unit. The
FEM then receives the two input sig-
nals which pass through the first hybrid
and are then amplified. After appro-
priate phase switching at∼ 8 kHz the
signals pass through the second hybrid.
The signals are then sent via∼ 1.5 m
of waveguide to the back end mod-
ule (BEM) at the 300 K station of the
spacecraft where they are further am-
plified and then was measured using
phase sensitive detectors. The BEMs
at 30 and 44 GHz are described in de-
tail by [23], this volume, while the 70 GHz radiometers are described by[24]. The output signal
is the difference between the sky and the reference load withgreatly reduced 1/f noise. This infor-
mation is sent to the data acquisition electronics (DAE) module on the spacecraft.

The specification of the FEM parameters at 30 and 44 GHz is summarized in table2.
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Table 2. Specification of the 30 and 44 GHz Front End Modules (FEMs) asrequired by the Planck mission.

30 GHz Channel (Ka band) 44 GHz Channel (Q band)

Centre frequency 30 GHz 44 GHz
Number of FEMs 2 3
Bandwidth 6.0 GHz (20% of 30 GHz) 8.8 GHz (20% of 44 GHz)
Noise temperature over band 8.6 K, (6.1 K goal) 14.1 K, (10.4 Kgoal)
Gain (band average) 30 dB min/33 dB max 30 dB min/33 dB max
Gain variation with frequency <5 dB across band <5 dB across band
Radiometric isolation 10%, (5% goal) 10%, (5% goal)
FEM gain variation with ambi-
ent temperature

<0.05 dB/K <0.05 dB/K

FEM noise variation with am-
bient temperature

<0.8 K/K <0.8 K/K

FEM gain variation with time <1 dB /1000 hrs cold running <1 dB /1000 hrs cold running
1/f knee frequency <50 mHz, (<20 mHz goal) <50 mHz, (<20 mHz goal)

3 FEM Design

3.1 Physical layout

The overall sensitivity of the Planck LFI, at each of its measurement frequencies, is largely deter-
mined by the design of its FEMs. In order to meet the requirements of the Planck project it was
necessary to achieve amplifier noise temperatures lower than previously achieved with multi-stage
transistor amplifiers. As the instrument is designed to measure the sky temperature in orthogonal
linear polarisations, the input ports of the FEM connect to the instrument’s feed horn via an ortho-
mode transducer (OMT). Referring to the block diagram in figure1, each FEM comprises two input
hybrid couplers (one per polarisation), four low noise amplifiers (LNAs), four phase switches, and
two output hybrids.

To achieve the lowest possible noise temperature, it was necessary to minimise any loss in front
of the LNAs and this, together with other performance criteria, pointed to the use of a waveguide
hybrid coupler at the input. The specification of the waveguides to connect the FEM to the BEM
dictated the use of an essentially identical coupler for theoutput. It was decided at an early stage
that in order to fit all the above elements of the FEM into the restricted volume available around the
HFI instrument, a highly integrated design would be required. This was not readily commensurate
with the mix of transmission techniques desired, or with thedesirability of being able to test each
item individually. A multi-split-block solution was adopted, where the four LNA/phase switch
modules were mounted to end plates, side by side pairs of LNAsbeing arranged above and below,
in a mirror-image format around the centreline. The end plates formed one waveguide face of each
hybrid coupler, to which a block containing the machined waveguides was attached. The only
difference in the design of input and output hybrids was in the routeing of the H-plane waveguides
to the external interfaces. Figure2 shows an exploded view of the FEM assembly.
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Figure 2. Exploded diagram of FEM showing input and out-
put double hybrids, 4 low noise amplifiers grouped one pair to
each polarisation channel and associated side plates and divider
plates. A single LNA is outlined in red, and the polarization
pairs are outlined in dashed lines.

Mass was a major consideration.
Gold-plated aluminium alloy (6082-
T6 grade) was used, but part thick-
nesses, mounting screw positions and
torque levels had all to be considered
to avoid distortion of the critical inter-
faces, where imperfections could result
in unwanted signal leakage, crosstalk
and loss. To reduce mass, unneces-
sary metal was machined away, leaving
good contact around waveguide joints,
with sufficient stiffness especially near
mounting points.

The microwave absorbing sur-
faces of the 4 K matched loads are
mounted around the periphery of the
HFI instrument. To access the two load
horn waveguides conveniently, the H-
plane hybrid outputs terminate on the
inner surface of the FEM as assembled
in the LFI. The FEM mounting flanges
were machined at a precise beam angle
for the sky horns.

With up to 20 low noise transistors and 8 phase switch diodes per FEM, all operating at 20 K,
several requirements, some conflicting, had to be considered in the design of the bias circuitry.
Since the expected in-flight cooling power available to the entire Planck focal plane unit is only
∼1.1 W, all power dissipation had to be kept to the absolute minimum. This set the requirement to
use InP active devices operated in power starved mode. When testing the amplifiers it is necessary
to control each individual gate and the drain voltages. Whenthe best values were found poten-
tiometers were used to common most of the control wires to minimise the number of supply lines.
Since the FEMs are driven by∼ 1.5 m of wire length, it was necessary to terminate each wire in
the FEM with electrical protection devices. Nuclear hardened light-emitting diodes (LEDs) were
found to be suitable and can remove any sharp spikes which areinduced on to these long lines.

The maximum allowable dissipation per FEM was dictated by the cooling power of the Planck
20 K sorption cooler [25] and the thermal losses down the FEM/BEM connecting waveguides and
wiring. Such critical limitations were met with drain voltages as low as 0.6 V. A dedicated bias test
power supply with a high level of protection, capable of supplying up to 5 drain, 5 gate and 2 phase
switch voltages to each of four LNAs was designed and built. Both gate and phase switch supplies
were adjustable for either polarity.

Assembly and testing (outside the cryostat) was done under clean room conditions using pre-
cleaned parts. In order to avoid any leakage between the radiometers, it was necessary to assemble
the different parts of the modules with great care as to alignment of all faces and flanges.

– 5 –
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3.2 Hybrids

Figure 3. Magic T Hybrid waveguide as realized in Planck
FEMs.

Figure 4. 44 GHz measured hybrid S-parameters. All un-
wanted cross-talk parameters are less than 15 dB. The wanted
signals eg S21 are imperceptibly different from the expected
3 dB value.

The input and output hybrid couplers
utilise the conventional “magic tee”
configuration and differ only in the
way that the input and output waveg-
uides are configured in order to in-
terface with other parts of the ra-
diometer (figure3). At each junc-
tion is a matching probe centred be-
tween the balanced arms, but off-
set away from the H-plane waveguide
interface. Ansoft’s High Frequency
Structure Simulator (HFSS) electro-
magnetic modelling software was used
to determine the dimensions and off-
set of the probe for optimum hybrid
performance. In all cases, the per-
formances were checked with model
jigs. The hybrids, being an inte-
gral part of the FEM body, were re-
alised using split-block construction,
machined from aluminium alloy then
gold-plated. In operation the FEM is
cooled to 20 K. The combined effect of
the waveguide design, and the low tem-
perature and consequent high conduc-
tivity of the gold, means that the input
hybrids contribute negligible noise to
the system. A typical plot measured at
room temperature is shown in figure4.
The insertion loss above the nominal
3 dB split was less than 0.1 dB.

The balanced arms of the hybrid are terminated in waveguide-to-coaxial transitions where
the short-circuited end of each transition forms part of thehybrid, while the probe forms part of
the LNA. This is shown in the FEM exploded view, figure2. As with the hybrids, performance
of the transitions was optimised using both HFSS modelling and test model measurements. The
amplifiers were tested with jigs to convert from stripline towaveguide. These consist of a short
piece of waveguide with a back short into which the LNA pins sit. The loss of the jig system
compared to the hybrid connection when the LNAs were in the FEM contributed less than 1 K,
which was our measurement error. Thus the extra loss of the hybrids must be less than 0.2 dB. This
result was extremely important for the performance of the whole FEM as the first hybrid comes
before the LNAs.

– 6 –
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3.3 Low Noise Amplifiers

3.3.1 LNA design

Figure 5. 30 GHz FM LNA and phase switch. The four tran-
sistors can barely be seen in the RF channel running from from
right to left. The phase switch is seen as a black rectangle on
the left. The bias voltages to the transistors and control volt-
ages to the phase switches can seen from top to bottom of the
figure.

Each of the four outputs from the in-
put hybrids couples via a tuned probe
and short length of coaxial line to
an LNA constructed using microwave
integrated circuit (MIC) techniques.
Each LNA output connects to the out-
put hybrid via a phase-switch. Figure5
shows the 30 GHz LNA and phase
switch in the FEM RF section.

The designs of the Ka-band and
Q-band HEMT-based amplifiers drew
significantly on the work of [26]. A
30 GHz NRAO design had been fur-
ther developed over a number of years
for use at cryogenic temperatures in the
Jodrell Bank Observatory (JBO) Very
Small Array (VSA) receivers operating
on Tenerife. This amplifier was used
as the starting point for the Planck 30-
GHz LNA. The cryogenic hardening
was critical for the Planck amplifiers,
as was the ability to survive the vibration due to the launch.Due to the smallness and lightness of
the RF components, g-forces are negligible at the frequencies generated during the Ariane launch,
and this was not in practice an issue (see section 4.2).

3.3.2 HEMT and MIC design

Indium phosphide HEMTs manufactured by TRW (now NGST) are used as the active elements, as
they provide extremely low noise performance with minimal power dissipation (as low as 5 mW
per LNA at 30 GHz), which is vital for this space-borne project with limited cooling capacity. Each
LNA provides a minimum of 30 dB of gain, and the pairs of LNAs ineach channel are matched in
both gain and phase over the 20% bandwidth. In view of the needfor the lowest achievable noise
temperature, the final 30-GHz design uses 80µm gate width, 0.1µm gate length InP HEMTs
provided to JBO by JPL Pasadena from the Cryogenic HEMT Optimisation Program (CHOP)
CRYO3 wafer run for the first stage and other 80µm gate width devices for the remaining stages.
The 44-GHz design uses 60µm gate width HEMTs from the same CRYO3 wafer for the first stage
and 80µm CRYO3 for the remaining stages.

The CRYO3 wafers were found to be absolutely critical for this project. Not only did they give
the lowest noise, but also the particular wafer had an unusually thin passivation layer which proved
essential for the highest frequencies. At the time of the Planck construction this particular CRYO3
wafer was the only one in existence with these particular properties.

– 7 –
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3.3.3 LNA construction

Figure 6. 44 GHz (Q-band) LNA, RF side.

Figure6 shows the upper (RF) side of
a Q-band (44 GHz) LNA/phase switch
assembly, where the probes forming a
part of each transition to the symmet-
rical waveguide arms of the hybrid can
be seen projecting from each end. The
RF input is on the left-hand side, with
the phase switch mounted on a carrier
towards the right-hand side of the chas-
sis. The remainder of the RF side of
the LNA, including the integral phase
switch, is realised in MIC microstrip
format using a pure PTFE substrate
(CuFlon) for lowest loss.

The EM fields are contained as far
as possible within a narrow channel
to minimise the production of higher-
order waveguide modes. The RF circuit boards are just visible in figure6 as thin grey lines with
gold tracks down their centres. Effective grounding of these boards was found to be very important
and silver conductive glue was used in the area beneath each board.

Some components of the bias circuits are sited on the RF side.To minimise the complexity
of supply wiring, each amplifier was supplied with a single drain, two gate and two phase switch
voltages. One of the gate inputs supplied the critical first stage while the other input was common
to the remaining stages. To ensure that each HEMT received the correct gate bias as determined

Figure 7. Q-band LNA DC side.

by the cold tests, a potentiometer,
made up of resistor array chips, was
used to drop the common voltage to
that required. These chips were by-
passed throughout the testing phase,
and only bonded into circuit after the
final cold test described above.

The remainder of the DC sec-
tion, comprising potentiometer net-
works for the gate supplies, a distribu-
tion PCB, and protective LED diodes,
is mounted in a compartment below
the RF section, with feed-through pins
supplying power to the ladder net-
works above. From the DC interface
which is a Nanonics connector, fine
PTFE-covered wires feed supply volt-
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ages to the distribution PCB. These are screened with braid in the 30 GHz FEM and shielded by a
cover plate in the 44 GHz FEM.

Two sets of amplifiers were built for each FEM, one set wired from the opposite side to the
other. To the right side of figure7, the LNA bias circuitry can be seen, and to the left, the phase
switch bias.

During transit and handling, protective covers were fitted at all times to prevent static or me-
chanical damage.

3.3.4 LNA test set-up

Figure 8. LNA test cryostat, configured for Q-band LNA mea-
surements.

A square cross-section test cryostat
with easily removable outer and inner
lids was built for LNA testing. Aper-
tures were machined around the pe-
riphery to allow a wide range of in-
put, output or bias interfaces to be fit-
ted using custom-built interface plates.
For the standard noise/gain measure-
ment, a circular horn was attached to
the LNA input behind and close to
a MylarTM (PET) window. This al-
lowed the hot and cold load technique
to be applied successively outside the
cryostat. The physical temperature of
the test cryostat was typically 18 K and
stable to 0.5 K.

The output was measured using a double sideband mixer, an HP8970B noise figure meter and
an HP8350B sweep oscillator.

The test set is shown in figure8. The test computer stepped the test frequency of the equipment
across the band for each temperature, reading the noise power at each step.

The gain and noise performance were measured using reference loads comprising copper
cones lined with microwave absorber, one at room temperature, the other at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature. Each was placed in turn in front of the mylar windowcovering the cold horn inside the
cryostat. The results were corrected for the extremely small estimated losses in the horn, transition
and window. Any devices with measurable gate leakage currents were detected and removed at this
point

In an attempt to standardize noise temperature measurements, a 44 GHz LNA built at NRAO,
in the same way as the WMAP amplifies were built, was compared with the Planck amplifiers. This
LNA was flown to JBO and tested on the above test system, and a JBO LNA was flown to NRAO
and tested on their test set-up. The conclusion was that the systems were in agreement to 1 K noise
temperature.

– 9 –
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3.3.5 Modelled and actual performances of LNAs

The design software used for the LNAs was MMICAD V2. The starting point for the HEMT was
the “FETN” model [27] in the element list, with small modifications at times to suit the device data
available.

The remainder of the circuit was modelled with microstrip elements, and lumped elements
where dimensions were considered sufficiently short. The circuits were optimised for gain, band-
width, gain variation, stability and input/output return losses. Phase matching of LNAs was effected
after completion of individual LNAs, by small experimentalchanges to biases and bond lengths.
Although a recheck was necessary, this normally had little effect on the other parameters.

During development, device data were also obtained by room temperature (RT) Vector Net-
work Analyser (VNA) measurements up to 110 GHz using on-wafer probing.

A prototype LNA, with well-matched WR28 transitions on input and output, gave excellent
noise results. However, when the same LNA design was utilised in the 30 GHz front end module,
with WR28 hybrid couplers on input and output, the noise performance was significantly inferior
to that of the prototype LNA. Loss of the gold-plated waveguide hybrid was calculated to be neg-
ligible, so the source of the additional noise had to be sought elsewhere. The impedance match
‘seen’ at the input of the LNA was thought to be a possible cause of the problem. Whereas the
input and output of the prototype LNA were well-matched, i.e. the LNA ‘saw’ an impedance very
close to 50 ohms, this was not the case for the hybrid coupler.This effect is described by the well
known relationship [28]:

Te = Tmin +T0
Rn

Gs
|Ys−Ymin|2 . (3.1)

Te is the effective noise temperature of the LNA
Tmin is the minimum noise temperature of the LNA (given optimum impedance matching)
T0 is the standard reference temperature (290 K).
Rn is the equivalent noise resistance of the LNA.
Gs is the source conductance.
Ys is the source admittance as ‘seen’ by the LNA input.
Ymin is the optimum source admittance.

As the LNA connects to the waveguide via a built-in transition (microstrip-coax-waveguide)
it is not possible to directly measure the impedance at the interface. Instead the hybrid coupler
(figure3), including transitions, was modelled in HFSS to produce a 4-port S parameter matrix.

The 4-port scattering matrix for the hybrid coupler was usedin a circuit simulator (Agilent
ADS) to model the performance of the first stage of the 30 GHz LNA. It was then possible to
optimise the length of the first stage gate bond for minimum noise temperature, i.e. makingYs close
to Ymin. Good agreement was finally obtained between the model and the measured performance
of the amplifier.

Modelled stability has its limitations, as the HEMTs have gain capability well over 100 GHz
where model accuracy is poor. It was found necessary to use lossy, low-Q resonators in each
drain circuit. These resonators comprised a bond wire to a resistive film deposited on a quartz
substrate, the inductive bond being tuned in length to damp out instabilities, often close to 100 GHz.
At 44 GHz, it was also found advantageous to use the same technique at a frequency below the
LNA band to flatten the gain response. Gain and noise temperatures with the latest modelled
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Figure 9. Gain and noise temperature performance for all 30 GHz FM LNAs (including phase switch losses).
The modelled parameters are indicated by a bold dashed line.The Planck band is indicated by the white
central part of the plot.

Figure 10. Gain and noise temperature performance for all 44 GHz FM LNAs (including phase switch
losses). The modelled parameters are indicated by the bold dashed lines. The Planck band is indicated by
the central white part of the plot.

results are shown in figures9 and10. These modelled results and measurements agree. Essentially
the gains is optimised across the correct Planck bands, the noise temperatures are a minimum in
these bandwidths and at both frequencies the amplifiers achieve the requirements for the LNAs as
indicated in the scientific requirements (see table1).

3.4 InP MMIC phase switches

Figure11shows the 30 GHz version of the InP phase switches which are integrated in the PLANCK
LFI FEMs at all frequencies. The basic design [29] using a double hybrid ring configuration was
scaled to the three centre frequencies 30, 44 and 70 GHz. Phase control is obtained through two
shunt PIN diodes attached to the circuit through quarter-wave length striplines. The performance
of each band has been presented previously [29]. The phase and amplitude match are plotted on
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Figure 11. Photograph of the InP MMIC Phase switch manu-
factured at NGST, USA.

Figure 12. Graph to show typical phase match, return loss,
insertion loss and amplitude balance of the 30 GHz InP phase
switch.

a separate plot in figure12. The excel-
lent amplitude (<0.05 dB) and phase
match (180◦±1◦) can be seen across
the entire 27-33 GHz band. Return loss
is less than -10 dB over the band and
the insertion loss is better than -2.5 dB
for a non-starved mode of operation of
500µW power consumption.

Apart from the consistently high
microwave performance of the phase
switch it proved critical that the phase
switch was capable of operation with
< 1 mW power consumption at cryo-
genic temperatures. This was achieved
by using the NGST InP PIN diode pro-
cess which gives state-of-the-art per-
formance.

Although the phase switch is inte-
gral with the LNA in the final configu-
ration, it is mounted on a small plated
metal carrier bolted within the RF sec-
tion of the LNA and then bonded
across the minimal gaps. This arrange-
ment permits the removal and separate
jig testing of a phase switch or, by fit-
ting a 50 ohm line to a dummy carrier,
the separate testing of an LNA module.
For rigidity, the carriers are of substan-
tial thickness except at the interfaces,
where they are stepped to minimise RF
discontinuities.

A MMIC version of this circuit,
using MMIC PIN diodes manufactured by NGST (NRC) was subsequently used in all qualifi-
cation model (QM) and flight model (FM) amplifiers. An early problem with attachment of these
large chips was resolved and the excellent performance could be maintained down to below 0.5 mA
current.

3.5 LNA optimisation

3.5.1 Gain and noise temperature

With the assembled amplifier jig-mounted, S-parameters were initially measured on the VNA using
common drain voltages and currents for all amplifiers, and inboth phase switch states. These results
gave room temperature (RT) gain, phase, input and output return losses, and isolation.
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Figure 13. 3F1A1 room temperature gain and noise tempera-
ture across the Planck band (27-33 GHz), CRY03 in 1st stage
with 15 thou bonds. The gain is lower and the noise temper-
ature much higher than in the corresponding 20 K measure-
ments.

At this stage, the gain profile was
optimised by altering the biases, the
last two or three stages being tuned for
gain performance (4 stages in total at
Ka-band, 5 at Q band), and the first
two stages for best noise performance.
Once the results were acceptable, the
LNA was mounted in the test cryo-
stat at room temperature and, starting
from the same standard biases, tuned
for good noise performance and gain
across the band (see, for example, re-
sults for amplifier 3F1A1 in figure13).
This was usually achieved by modifi-
cation of gate or source bond lengths.
The gain responses of potential pairs
of amplifiers were matched as closely
as possible.

Figure 14. 3F1A1 gain and noise temperature, measured at
20 K, CRYO3 in 1st stage.

Once the room temperature tun-
ing was deemed satisfactory, the am-
plifier was cooled to approximately
20 K, the biases reset to common, but
lower, drain voltages and to a set of
known initial drain currents which typ-
ically resulted in good cryogenic per-
formance. Stability was confirmed
over a range of bias conditions. Small
adjustments to first and second stage
gate voltages were used to finally op-
timise noise performance (see results
for the same amplifier, 3F1A1, at 20 K,
figure 14). Any changes other than
bias adjustments were extremely time-
consuming at this stage, as they necessitated additional cryostat heating and cooling cycles. Most
of the amplifiers needed several room temperature and cryogenic test iterations during the tuning
process.

3.5.2 Amplitude and phase matching

Once amplifiers had been paired up for use in each channel of a FEM, the room temperature phase
responses were compared, and modifications made as needed toequalise the absolute mean phase
across the band. The LNAs in each radiometer need to be well matched in both amplitude and
phase for best radiometer performance, isolation etc.
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Figure 15. Gain amplitude match for two Q band LNAs.

Figure 16. Phase difference for two Qband LNAs.

It can be seen from figures15 and16, that gain amplitude and phase are well matched for the
two Q-band amplifiers shown.

Finally, cold tests were repeated to ensure that the noise temperature and gain profiles were
still in specification.

3.6 LNA performances

The gain and noise temperature performance across the band of each amplifier is illustrated in
figure 9 for the 30 GHz FEMs and figure10 for the 44 GHz FEMs. The performances of all the
amplifiers in each FEM are summarised in tables3 and4, as means taken across the band.

Figure9 centred at 30 GHz shows noise temperatures for the amplifierstypically varying from
just over 10 K at the band edges to∼ 5 K in the middle of the band with a gain varying from just
over 35 dB to just under 30 dB. The average values over all the 30 GHz amplifiers are 8.1 K noise
temperature, 33.0 dB gain and a bandwidth of 5.3 GHz. The similar average figures for the 44 GHz
amplifiers are 13.9 K noise temperature, 34.3 dB gain and 7.8 GHz bandwidth. Comparison with
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Table 3. Summary of mean performance of 30 GHz LNAs in FEMs 3F1 and 3F2. For the definition of
effective bandwidth see section5.3.1.

Amp # Mean NT Mean Gain Effective
across band (K) across band (dB) Bandwidth (dB)

3F1A1 6.7 31.8 4.5
3F1A2 7.8 32.1 4.9
3F1A3 7.8 35.6 5.7
3F1A4 8.0 32.5 5.6
3F2A1 9.76 32.13 5.3
3F2A4 11.15 32.60 5.8
3F2A2 6.30 33.51 5.2
3F2A3 7.05 33.76 5.7

Table 4. Summary of mean performance of 44 GHz LNAs.

Amp # Mean NT Mean Gain Effective
across band (K) across band (dB) Bandwidth (dB)

4F1A1 14.3 34.5 7.1
4F1A4 14.6 35.8 7.5
4F1A2 13.3 35.1 8.95
4F1A3 15.5 34.5 7.9
4F2A1 14.1 34.0 7.2
4F2A4 14.3 33.3 8.5
4F2A2 11.6 33.0 8.2
4F2A3 13.6 33.9 8.2
4F3A1 13.5 34.9 7.7
4F3A4 13.7 34.4 7.7
4F3A2 13.9 34.0 6.9
4F3A3 14.2 34.2 7.5

the values for the complete FEMs (tables 6 and 7) show that these numbers are just a few percent
better, indicating that there is very little extra loss in the FEMs.

4 Qualification

Once the amplifier construction was complete, they were assembled into the FEM bodies, four
per FEM (two radiometer front ends, one for each sense of polarisation). They were then ready
for qualification and performance verification. In this section we describe the qualification of the
assembled FEMs.
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4.1 FEM vibration qualification

Figure 17. A Ka band FEM on the vibration table during a
vibration test at Rutherford Appleton Laboratories.

A structural analysis was carried out
with the assistance of the Engineering
Department, University of Manchester,
for both 30 and 44 GHz FEMs before
commencing the vibration testing. The
critical frequencies under the Ariane
V vibration spectrum (∼150 Hz) were
found to be very much lower frequency
than would be expected for any reso-
nances affecting the bonds. The low-
est vibration natural frequencies of the
FEMs were 1.8 kHz at 30 GHz and
0.92 kHz at 44 GHz. The vibration
testing thus tested only the structural
integrity of the FEM blocks.

The FEMs were vibrated at ESA-
agreed QM and FM levels at CCLRC
to qualify for flight operation. One of the Ka band FM FEMs is shown on the vibration table in
figure17. Before departure for CCLRC, and immedately on return, roomtemperature S-parameter
measurements made with the VNA were used to measure the RF performance. At CCLRC, the
bias settings were checked before, after and in between eachvibration axis to determine that no
changes were taking place during the vibration procedure. As predicted by the structural analysis,
no significant changes in either bias settings or RF performance were found for any of the FEMs.

4.2 Thermal vacuum testing

Figure 18. Thermal cycles, a) Average noise temperature over
4 cycles at 60 K, b) Average gain at 60 K, c) Average noise
temperature over 4 cycles at 20 K., d) Average gain at 20 K.

Special cryostats were built for ther-
mal vacuum and performance testing
of the 30 and 44 GHz FEMs. The sky
waveguide load was controlled by a
Lakeshore controller for accurate tem-
peratures in the range 20-30 K. In this
way accurate Y factors (equation (5.1))
for the FEMs were measured and noise
temperatures to 1 K, including system-
atic and random errors, were obtained.
Each FEM was put through at least 4
(and in some cases, several more) cy-
cles, over a few days, between room
temperature and 20 K as prescribed
by ESA, with test measurements being
taken at both warm and cold stages of
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Table 5. Example of long term testing at 20 K of the four channels. NT is the noise temperature and I is the
isolation.

Ch NT pre NT post Gain Gain I I
(K) (K) pre post pre post

(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (%) (%)

AB BA AB BA
1 16.5 16.2 15.6 15.3 30.2 30.4 2.2 3.3

AA BB
2 16.1 16.1 15.7 16.1 31 31.2 2.1 2.7

AB BA
3 16.3 16.5 15.4 15.5 31.5 31.7 1.5 1.9

AA BB
4 15.5 15.4 15.5 15.4 32.2 32.1 3.3 3.7

the cycles to confirm that the FEMs were not showing significant degradation in performance.
Examples of the change in measured performance for FEM 3F1 are shown in figure18, the fluc-
tuations also giving an indication of the repeatability of the results from one test to another. No
significant trends were found for any FEM.

4.2.1 Long term variation

During the qualification and performance verification the FEMs were operated for many hours in
both cryogenic and warm conditions. All were checked for long term variation in performance.
Comparison of measurements taken on 4F3 at the beginning of the thermal vacuum cycles and at
the end of final performance testing (table5, see also section5) show that the performance was not
degraded significantly over several weeks of testing and thermal cycling (∆Tn ≤ 1K,∆G≤ 0.2dB).

4.3 Bias Supply

The bias supply used to test the FEMs had to be extremely stable and connected in such a way that
no earth loops were formed. This was achieved by running the FEMs off trickle-charged batteries.
The space qualified bias supply in the LFI is housed in the DAE (Data Acquisition Electronics) box,
and can be controlled and monitored when in space. The following sections describe the response
of the FEM to various changes in the bias supply.

4.4 Sensitivity to drain voltage — operating point

The dependence of noise temperature and gain on the LNA drainvoltage,Vd, were investigated
as part of the process of tuning the FEM (results for FEM 4F1 shown in figures19 and20). The
results for 4F1 were typical of the sort of behaviour found.Vd was the only parameter changed;
the gate voltage,Vg, values being kept constant at 1.2 V and not modified to keep the drain current,
Id, constant. The gain increased asVd is increased up to about 1 V, then flattened off. In this
case the noise temperature measurement showed a broad minimum between 0.7 and 0.85 V. 0.85 V
was adopted as the best compromise operating point. The effective bandwidth was also close to
maximum at thisVd value.
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Figure 20. Variation of gain withVd, FEM 4F1, output 3.

4.5 FEM sensitivity to voltage supply — EMC testing

The purpose of this test is to check the sensitivity to rippleon the supply lines.The sensitivity of
the FEM to drain and gate voltage was checked. Test bias break-out connections were provided
for access to the raw drain voltage supplies to two LNAs. These allowed monitoring of the applied
bias voltage and/or injection of modulating signals to simulate conducted RFI.

For AC test measurements the waveform generator was set to give a sine wave modulation on
the LNA drain voltage such that the modulation on the BEM output voltage could be clearly seen
and measured using the spectrum analyser. For each test frequency the input modulation voltage
Vin(rms), the BEM DC output voltage, and BEM output frequency component, VBEM(rms) were
recorded. The transfer function was then computed as follows:

Ftransfer=
VBEM(rms)

Vin(rms)×VBEM(DC)
, (4.1)

i.e. the fractional BEM voltage variation per unit input voltage variation.
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The data show a decreasing response with frequency indicating that at frequencies above
100 kHz the supply lines will not affect the FEM.

5 FEM and Radiometer Performance

The performance of each FEM, comprising two front-end radiometer sections, is characterised in
terms of the following parameters: noise temperature, gainversus frequency, effective bandwidth,
isolation, and 1/f knee frequency.

FEM system tests were performed alone, and in conjunction with representative waveguides
and a representative BEM. The BEMs used were models suppliedby the manufacturers of the flight
BEMs, and further details can be found in [23].

5.1 S-parameter measurements, FEMs only

Figure 21. S-parameters as a function of frequency for 44 GHz
FEM 4F3, with the input signal on the sky port, for the ra-
diometer containing LNAs 4F3A2 and 4F3A3. The VNA fre-
quency range is much wider than the Planck bandwidth, 39.6
to 48.4 GHz, indicated by dashed vertical lines.

Several other tests were necessary to
establish FEM functionality. The first
test performed, for room tempera-
ture characterisation of the FEM, and
to provide a baseline against which
the FEM could be compared through-
out the test sequence, was the mea-
surement of the room temperature S-
parameters. All combinations of sky
and reference port input, E- and H-
plane output and phase switch state
for each FEM were characterised us-
ing the vector network analyser. A re-
stricted set of combinations were re-
peated whenever confirmation was re-
quired that no changes had taken place
after events such as the vibration tests.
An example of these results, for FEM 4F3, is shown in figure21.

When the two phase switches, in a given radiometer, are in thesame state (AA or BB), S21
indicates the forward gain state. When the phase switches are in antiphase (AB or BA), the S21
parameter gives the “isolation state”, and the difference between the two states gives a measurement
of the isolation as a function of frequency. Over the Planck band this is from 10 to 15 dB. S11, the
input return loss, is between -5 and -15 dB across the Planck band, and S22, the output return loss,
is between -4 and -15 dB.

5.2 FEM noise temperature and gain

The noise temperature of the FEM is a critical parameter, as it must be low enough to allow the
instrument to detect fluctuations of the order of 10−5 to 10−6 K in the observed temperature of the
cosmic microwave background as the spacecraft and its antenna beams rotate. The noise tempera-
ture of the LNAs is dependent on the physical temperature of the devices, hence all measurements
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of FEM performance are made with the FEM maintained close to the Planck operating temperature
of 20 K.

The receiver noise temperature is calculated according to the classical Y-factor method, whereby
the FEM output is measured at two input temperatures. The reference load is kept at a stable low
temperature (∼ 17 K). Within the cryostat, the sky horn is replaced by a temperature controlled
waveguide load, which is varied betweenTlow (∼26 K) andThigh (∼50 K). The measured voltage is
proportional to(Tn+Tsky), hence the ratio between the output voltages viewing hot andcold loads,
or Y factor, is

Y =
Vhigh

Vlow
=

(Tn +Thigh)

(Tn +Tlow)
(5.1)

The gain must be such as to maximise the amplification of the signal, but must not be such that
the signal at the FEM output is enough to cause operation in the non-linear response region in the
BEM. The gain versus frequency response of the FEM is also an important element in determining
the effective bandwidth, although the final bandwidth is setby a filter in the BEM (see section5.3).

5.2.1 Gain and noise temperature as a function of frequency

Figure 22. Measurement set up for noise temperature and gain
determination as a function of frequency. The dashed section
indicates components within the cryostat, which are also the
components encapsulated within the FEMs.

The gain and noise temperature were
measured at intervals across the Planck
band, to define the frequency response
and allow calculation of the effective
bandwidth (see section5.3). Figure22
shows the set up used for each half-
FEM noise temperature test. Only one
FEM output at a time could be mea-
sured. The biases used were those de-
termined as optimal in the individual
LNA tests and fixed during the com-
moning of the gate and drain biases,
and the mixer system was calibrated using an Agilent noise diode type R347B. The reference
load temperature was controlled to a fixed temperature of about 17 K. The sky input was set to a
controlled temperature of about 26 K (see the description ofthe determination of the appropriate
temperature in section5.6). The measurement was made for each phase switch state, and the total
power output from the FEM was measured across the band in steps of 100 MHz. The sky input was
then set to 50 K, the system allowed to equilibrate, and the sequence of measurements repeated.

An example of the variation of gain and noise temperature as afunction of frequency is shown
for FEM 4F2 in figure23. Tables6and7summarise the results for all the FEMs at both frequencies,
which are given as band averages over the nominal Planck band. The results of all the high gain
states are presented, for each radiometer, together with the mean for each radiometer. Both internal
radiometer names (e.g. 3F1) and the LFI numbers used in radiometer assembly and testing are
given, so cross comparison can be made with the results obtained from the measurements of the
noise properties of the flight receivers [30, 31].

For all these noise temperature measurements, the measurement uncertainty is estimated at
1 K. At 30 GHz, for RCA27 (3F2), both channels are lower than the noise temperature requirement
of 8.6 K (cf. table2). For RCA28 the noise temperatures are 1-2 K higher. At 44 GHz, the
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noise temperatures are fairly consistent for all the FEMs. The performances achieved are highly
satisfactory, and represented the state of the art at the time when the amplifiers were built.

The mean gains at 30 GHz,∼ 31 dB, do not formally meet the requirements, but in practice,
given the actual realisation of the BEMs, higher gain was notwanted since the signal level at the
BEM would have caused saturation had the gain approached theformal requirement.

Figure 23. Gain and noise temperature as a function of fre-
quency across the Planck band for 44 GHz FEM 4F2, Chan-
nel 3.

A similar comment applies to the
gains at 44 GHz, though the gains were
intrinsically capable of being higher
here because the amplifiers had five
stages rather than four. Low noise tem-
perature was regarded as the primary
target in the LNA tuning procedure. In
the case of the 44 GHz, the complex it-
eration process to balance the FEM and
BEM gain lead to an overall radiome-
ter gain higher than optimal resulting
in a slight residual non-linearity in the
radiometer response [32, 33].

Tables6 and7 also contain details
of the effective bandwidth and isolation which were derivedfrom the present measurements, and
will be described in more detail in section5.3.

5.2.2 Temperature susceptibility

Figure 24. Noise temperature susceptibility to FEM physical
temperature, 4F1.

Both noise temperature and gain vary
with the physical temperature of the
FEM, because the properties of the
HEMT devices are still dependent on
physical temperature at 20 K. The ex-
perimentally observed dependence of
noise temperatureTn of InP HEMTS vs
ambient temperatureTa approximately
decreases linearly withTa between 300
and 80 K while below 80 K approxi-
mately decreases with

√
Ta [34, 35]. In

fact the data in figure24 show the de-
pendence of noise temperature approx-
imately proportional to

√
Ta. The vari-

ation of gain and noise temperature with FEM(4F1) physical temperature found for the CRYO3
2060 devices are shown in figures24 and25. The FEM cryostat could not be taken much below
20 K, but for this FEM if the behaviour for 4F1 continues to 4 K physical temperature, extrapolation
would have taken the noise temperature from∼ 15 K to∼ 6 K.

The gain susceptibility is less clear, but the suggestion isthat the peak gain is close to being
achieved at around 20-25 K, as shown in figure25.
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Figure 25. Gain susceptibility to FEM physical temperature, 4F1.

Table 6. 30 GHz flight models performances, measured with the FEMs at20 K physical temperature.

FEM Ch Phase switch Noise Gain Effective Isolation NT (K) Isolation
state temp (K) (dB) bandwidth (GHz) (%) Corrected

RCA28 1 AB 10.6 32 4.9 6.1 8.9
(3F1A2, 3F1A3) BA 10.6 32 4.9

(M2, M1) 2 AA 10.7 31.9 5.1 4.2 9.6
BB 10.7 31.8 5.1

Mean, radiometer 1 10.7 31.9 5.0 5.2 9.3

RCA28 3 AB 9.8 30.2 5.1 4.4 8.5
(3F1A1, 3F1A4) BA 9.8 30.2 5.1

(S2, S1) 4 AA 3.9 8.9
BB 10 30.3 5.2

Mean, radiometer 2 9.9 30.2 5.1 4.2 8.7

RCA27 1 AB 7.2 31.9 6.1 2.9
(3F2A1,3F2A4) BA 7.2 31.9

(S2, S1) 2 AA 6.9 32.2 6.3 3.6
BB 7.3 32.2

Mean, radiometer 1 7.2 32.1 6.2 3.3

RCA27 3 AB 8.1 31 6.5 3.3
(3F2A2,3F2A3) BA 8 31

(M2, M1) 4 AA 7.7 31.2 6.4 3
BB 7.9 31.2

Mean, radiometer 2 7.9 31.1 6.5 3.2
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Table 7. 44 GHz Flight Model performances, measured at 20 K physicaltemperature.

FEM Ch Phase switch Noise Gain Effective Isolation NT (K) Isolation
state temp (K) (dB) Bandwidth (GHz) (%) Corrected

RCA25 1 AB 15.4 33.7 6.9 3 14.8
(4F1A1, 4F1A4) BA 15.3 33.9 6.7

(M1, M2) 2 AA 15.6 34.6 6.9 3.6 14.7
BB 15.4 34.3 7

Mean, radiometer 1 15.4 34.1 6.9 3.3 14.8

RCA25 3 AB 15.4 33.4 7.9 1.8 15.1
(4F1A2, 4F1A3) BA 15 33.5 7.9

(S2, S1) 4 AA 14.4 33.9 7.7 0.7 14.3
BB 14.5 33.7 7.7

Mean, radiometer 2 14.8 33.6 7.8 1.3 14.7

RCA24 1 AB 15.5 30.6 7.2 4.9 13.9
(4F2A1, 4F2A4) BA 15.4 30.5 7.3

(M2, M1) 2 AA 15.6 31.3 7.1 3.8 14.5
BB 15.4 31.1 7.1

Mean, radiometer 1 15.5 30.9 7.2 4.4 14.2

RCA24 3 AB 15.2 31.8 7.9 3.2 14.3
(4F2A2, 4F2A3) BA 15.3 31.8 7.8

(S1, S2) 4 AA 15.6 32.4 7.8 3.8 14.3
BB 15.5 32.1 7.8

Mean, radiometer 2 15.4 32.0 7.8 3.5 14.3

RCA26 1 AB 15.4 30.7 7.07 5.1 13.5
(4F3A2, 4F3A3) BA 15.2 30.8 7.04

(S2, S1) 2 AA 14.7 31.5 7.17 5.9 13
BB 15.5 31.1 7.23

Mean, radiometer 1 15.2 31.0 7.1 5.5 13.3

RCA26 3 AB 17.9 32.0 6.77 6.4 15.6
(4F3A1, 4F3A4) BA 18.1 32.0 6.84

(M1, M2) 4 AA 16.7 32.6 6.65 7.1 13.9
BB 16.1 32.5 6.63

Mean, radiometer 2 17.2 32.3 6.7 6.8 14.8
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5.3 Effective bandwidth

5.3.1 Integration over the gain profile

The effective bandwidth, which is required to be 20 % of the central observing frequency at each
radiometer frequency (see table2), is defined as:

β =
[
∫

G(ν)dν ]
∫

[G(ν)2]dν

2

, (5.2)

or practically for discrete measurements:

β = ∆ f .
N

N+1
.

(

∑N
i=1Vout(i)

)2

∑N
i=1(Vout(i))

2 , (5.3)

whereN is the number of frequency points,∆f is the frequency step, andVout(i) is the output voltage
at each frequency.

This bandwidth can be determined directly by calculation using the data obtained during the
gain measurements for the FEMs described in section5.2.1above. The calculations for the FEM
alone quoted in table6 and table7 have been carried out over the appropriate nominal Planck
bandwidth, 27-33 GHz for central frequency 30 GHz, and 39.6-48.4 GHz for central frequency
44 GHz. Such calculations would be expected to yield lower values than would be measured
for a complete radiometer chain, because the system as realized will not cut off sharply at the
nominal frequencies. At 30 GHz, FEM 3F2 meets the requirement (6 GHz), and 3F1 is slightly
below, while at 44 GHz the bandwidths are all slightly low. These values are indicative but are not
characteristic of the flight radiometer bandwidths. Comparison should be made with the effective
bandwidth measurements made for the flight radiometer chainassemblies (RCAs) and during the
RAA tests [31, 32].

5.3.2 Noise equivalent bandwidth from the radiometer data

The FEM by itself does not define the radiometer bandwidth, since there is no filter in the FEM,
and the intrinsic FEM band is therefore much wider band than the specification. Assuming the
feed horn, OMT and waveguide bandpasses are not restrictive, the radiometer bandwidth depends
mainly on the combination of the FEM amplifier band and the MMIC amplifier band, and the filter
and detector in the BEM. Hence, it is strictly only meaningful to measure the combination of FEM
and BEM, together with the interconnecting waveguides.

The white noise level∆V(∝ ∆T) sets the fundamental limit on the signal level which can be
measured, and the ratio∆V/V gives the primary measurement of the sensitivity of the radiometer,
independent of any detector offset. Both these quantities can be determined from the noise char-
acteristics of the radiometer time-ordered data streams. The radiometer bandwidth is given by the
well-known radiometer relationship:

∆T
T

=
1

√

βτ
, (5.4)

where∆T is the minimum detectable temperature change,T is the overall system noise tempera-
ture,β is the pre-detection bandwidth in Hz (assumed to be a tophat), andτ is the integration time in
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Table 8. Noise equivalent bandwidth determined from time-ordereddata stream obtained with radiometer
3F2 using first the channel containing amplifiers 3F2A1 AND 3F2A4, then the channel containing amplifiers
3F2A2 and 3F2A3.

Channel 3F2A1 and 3F2A4 3F2A2 and 3F2A3
1/(∆V/V)2 400

77 GHz 1/(∆V/V)2.400
77 GHz

0 4.30 4.35
1 5.20 5.16
2 5.40 6.60
3 5.62 5.67

seconds. The rms white noise and mean noise temperature weredetermined from the time-ordered
data streams (see section5.5.3) and the effective bandwidth derived using:

β =
1

(∆V/V)2 .
400
77

, (5.5)

where∆V is the rms white noise level inV/
√

Hz, V is the average voltage level of the time series
and is a measure of the signal power, and the integration timeis effectively 1 second since the
oversampled data are averaged to give an effective 100% dutycycle.

The results from two switched data streams taken with FEM 3F2are shown in table8. The
factor 400/77 applied in the final calculation of the bandwidth is to correct for the fact that 23% of
the data at the edge of each square wave was blanked to remove switching transients (100/77), and
to account for the data averaging mentioned above (one factor of

√
2) and the differencing of the

two channels (other factor of
√

2).

Inevitably, the result will vary from BEM to BEM, so the results quoted in table8, which are
lower than the bandwidths measured by band integration for the FEM alone, are only relevant to
the specific QM representative BEMs used. The flight performance is determined by the FEMs in
combination with the flight BEMs [23] and other RCA elements.

5.4 Isolation

If a voltage change is introduced in one channel of the radiometer, the isolation is the ratio of the
resulting change in the voltages of the other channel to the known introduced change.

The basic definition of isolation, L, is given by:

L =
Vfixed2−Vfixed1

Vchange2−Vchange1
, (5.6)

whereVfixed refers to the voltages in the nominally constant channel before and after the change, and
Vchangerefers to the voltages in the channel where the change was introduced. These are measures
of the signal power.L = 0 gives full isolation andL = 1 gives full coupling.

This definition does not take into consideration the fact that in the JBO test cryostat, part of
the rise seen in the nominally “fixed” load is due to parasiticheating of the load, as the fixed and
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variable loads can not be sufficiently thermally separated to eliminate any fixed load heating. The
isolation determined in this way will overestimate the effect on the “fixed” load.

Including the parasitic heating effect, the isolation can be expressed as:

L =
(∆Vfixed−C∆Tfixed)

(∆Vfixed−C∆Tfixed+ ∆Vchange)
, (5.7)

where:
∆Vfixed = Vfixed2−Vfixed1,
∆Vchange= Vchange2−Vchange1,
∆Tfixed = Tfixed2−Tfixed1,
∆Tchange= Tchange2−Tchange1,

andC is the temperature to voltage conversion factor (see section 5.6). This definition still does not
include the effect of the slight change in FEM temperature induced by raising the load temperature,
but these are negligible compared to the parasitic load heating effect.

5.4.1 Isolation as a function of frequency

In order to derive the isolation as a function of frequency across the LFI band, a modification is
required. For a given phase switch state and a given FEM output the Y factor for one channel can
be calculated as a function of frequency from:

Y =
VHot

VCold
, (5.8)

where the voltages are measured with the variable load hot and cold respectively.
The isolation as a function of frequency is then given by:

L =
(TC1(Y1−1)+TC2Y2(1−Y1)

(TC1(Y1+Y2−2)+TC2(Y2−Y1(2Y2−1))

+(1−Y2)(TH1−TH2Y1))

−TH1(Y1+Y2−2)+TH2(Y1(2Y2−1)−Y2))
,

(5.9)

where:
TH1 = higher variable load temperature (∼ 50 K),
TH2 = lower variable load temperature (∼ 20 K),
TC1 = higher fixed load temperature (∼ 17 K),
TC2 = lower fixed load temperature (∼ 17 K).

The isolation was calculated in this way at all the measured points across the Planck band for
each FEM, and the results shown in table6 and table7 are the band averages. Figure26 shows
an example of the isolation variation with frequency for theFEM 4F2. Typically the isolation was
found to be well below the 10% requirement at all points in thePlanck band. These results are
obtained without a BEM, and refer to the FEM alone.

5.4.2 Radiometer isolation including phase switch balance

The isolation between channels as seen in the radiometer configuration can also be obtained from
the radiometer time-ordered data streams if the data from each radiometer are recorded separately
(without double differencing, see section5.5.3). Comparison of the output levels before and after
the temperature rise give measurements of the total isolation, including the phase switch amplitude
mismatch.
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Figure 26. Isolation across the Planck band for FEM 4F2, output 1. Thisis measuring the isolation between
the channel containing LNA 4F2A1 and the channel containingLNA 4F2A4.

Figure 27. Run 6, time series ramp, 15 minutes data stream
taken with FEM 3F2 and the two representative BEMs. Dark
(red) line refers to temperature ramp and the light (green) line
shows the cross-talk sigma.

Figure27 shows a 15 minute run
taken with FEM 3F2 using the ra-
diometer containing amplifiers 3F2A1
and 3F2A4 while the temperature on
the variable load was ramped from
28.7 to 40 K. The time taken to sta-
bilise the system after this tempera-
ture change is such that equilibrium
has probably not quite been reached,
but assuming the level at the end of the
run is close to the equilibrium level,
the isolation, and isolation corrected
for parasitic heating of the “fixed” load
as described in section5.4.1 (equa-
tion (5.1)) are as shown in tables9
and10. The long time (several 100 s)
the signal takes to reach its final value
is caused by a combination of time
constants of the different components which make the FEM, BEM, and data acquisition electron-
ics. The isolation is well within the requirement of 10%, andalso within the goal figure of 5% for
both channels (both detectors). The results are similar forall channels, at both frequencies. The
isolation corrected for parasitic heating is compared in the next line with the uncorrected isola-
tion determined in5.4.1, which is slightly higher. The final line gives the value of the radiometer
calibration constant (see section5.6) which was used in the correction for the parasitic heating.

5.5 Radiometer tests, FEM+BEM

The results of some radiometer tests have already been mentioned. However, before completing the
discussion of the FEM testing in the radiometer configuration, it is useful to describe some details
of the radiometer set up and operation mode
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Table 9. Temperature ramp.

Thot (K) Tcold (K) Tfem (K)

Low end of ramp 28.7 17.8 17.9
High end of ramp 40 18.6 18.7

Table 10. Isolation for FEM 3F2 as determined from radiometer ramp data. Radiometer data run with QM
representative BEMs.

Detector 1 Detector 2
Channel 0 1 2 3

Mean before ramp (V) 2.95 3.97 3.95 2.97
Mean after ramp (V) 3.05 5.14 5.13 3.08
Isolation % 8.15 8.69
Isolation % corrected 1.4 2.2
for parasitic heating
Mean isolation as 3.3 3.2
measured across band
Cal const, V/K 0.104 0.104

5.5.1 Phase switch tuning procedure

Before running the radiometer tests, it was necessary to balance the phase switches to ensure opti-
mum performance.

Figure 28. Oscilloscope trace of BEM output during phase
switch balancing of FEM 3F1.

The balancing procedure is essen-
tially a matching of phases through
the two radiometer legs, and for this
reason, the full radiometer chain with
BEMs is required. For this test, both
sky and reference load are at the same
temperature. The LNA in one arm
of the radiometer is turned off, and
the other arm is operated in switched
mode. The FEM output is moni-
tored on an oscilloscope, and the phase
switch bias on the working arm is
tuned until the amplitude in the square
wave seen at the output of the BEM is
zero, as illustrated in figure28. The procedure is then repeated for the other arm of the radiometer,
and repeated iteratively if necessary until both outputs show no steps. This ensures that no offsets
are introduced by a mistuning of the phase switches.
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In some cases, this process was found not to give any improvement in noise temperature once
the amplifier pairs had been physically well matched. Because the physical matching has been
done with the phase switches in the standard operating configuration, the radiometer has essentially
already been balanced, and any further adjustment tends to unbalance it.

5.5.2 Noise floor verification

The white noise level sets the fundamental limit on the signal which can be measured, and the ratio
∆V/V, where∆V is the white noise level inV/

√
Hz, andV is the average voltage level, gives the

primary measurement of the sensitivity of the radiometer, independent of any detector offset. It is
therefore essential to know that the measured white noise level is that of the radiometer itself, and
not that contributed by the back end data acquisition electronics (DAE). This was confirmed by
running the radiometer with the BEM on and off.

5.5.3 Operation mode — differencing across the detector diodes

The preceding tests on the FEM alone were all performed without switching. In order to test the
performance likely in the full radiometer, in particular todetermine the 1/f knee frequency, it was
necessary to operate the FEM in switched mode. Strictly onlyone phase switch is needed in each
radiometer, but to make the two arms of the radiometer as similar as possible for reasons of phase
matching, a phase switch has been included in each arm (see figure1). During operation, only one
phase switch is used, the other being fixed. This provides some redundancy in case of failure of a
phase switch.

Figure 29. Illustration of a short section of radiometer output
from the two radiometers in a single FEM. The red bars indi-
cate the regions where the data are discarded at the beginning
and the ends of the square waves.

Three data streams are recorded
— a switched waveform from each
channel of the radiometer and one
‘pure’ switched waveform from the
phase switch (i.e. 0–5 V). The pure
waveform is used as a trigger for post
data analysis. The data are averaged
over the step, resampled at the switch
frequency, and binned into odd and
even phase switch states, yielding 4
data streams. Quantities such as cal-
ibration constant can be determined
directly from the undifferenced data.
However, to determine the 1/f knee fre-
quency the data must be differenced.
The fact that the gains in each chan-
nel are not exactly the same is taken
into account by means of the gain mod-
ulation or “r” factor, which should be
less than 1. In the illustration in fig-
ure 29, the difference would be (A1-
B1)r- (A2-B2), where A1/B1 represent
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the two switch states on one radiometer output and A2/B2 are the two switch states on the sec-
ond radiometer output. This first difference, effectively between the sky and the reference loads,
removes long term drifts due to the amplifiers in the BEM. The mean white noise level may be
calculated for each detector from this differenced data. Differencing again across the two detec-
tors, the equivalent of a double Dicke system, removes drifts due to drifts in the FEM amplifiers.
Fourier transforming the double differenced data yields the amplitude spectrum from which the 1/f
knee frequency can be determined.

5.6 Radiometer linearity and calibration curve

The radiometer constant, or correspondence between the measured voltage and the radiometer
system temperature in K, can be calculated from the ramp datashown in figure27. Typical values
of the radiometer constant are given in table10. The beginning and end level of the resulting ramp
in the time series yield an immediate∆V value for the∆T increment (see5.4.2). Alternatively, the
constant can be measured directly by changing the input temperature and recording the radiometer
output voltage change. This test has been described in detail in [23], this volume.

5.7 1/f knee frequency

5.7.1 Gain modulation factor

Planck LFI uses the pseudo-correlation radiometer design [19], where the temperature of the refer-
ence load does not have to be the same as the sky temperature because the so called “gain modula-
tion factor”, r, is used to null the output signal. Nulling the output signalminimizes the sensitivity
to RF gain fluctuations. However, care must be taken because there will be effects on error propa-
gation and levels of noise from the two channels are no longeridentical.

[36] give the following expression for the 1/f knee frequencyfk:

fk =
1
2
C2β

[(

Thyb
sky +(1+A/C)Tn

)

− r
(

Thyb
ref +(1+A/C)Tn

)]2

(

Thyb
sky +Tn

)2 , (5.10)

Which is zero forr =
Thyb

sky +(1+A/C)Tn

Thyb
ref +(1+A/C)Tn

.

WhenA/C = 1/2
√

Ns≪ 1, r = r∗0 and we have the condition for null radiometric power, with
Thyb

sky = rT hyb
ref . Then the knee frequency expression can be simplified as:

fk ∝ (1− r)2(Tn/(Tn +T x))
2β . (5.11)

The gain fluctuations will cancel out and the residual 1/f noise is dominated by the noise tempera-
ture fluctuations in the HEMTs.

No 4-K load was available at JBO, and the sky load was only maintained at about 20 K. In
order to simulate the correct channel imbalance for the tests, as expected in flight, it was neces-
sary to calculate the appropriate temperature for the reference load and the r value to which this
corresponded.

The radiometer tests in the cryostats were run with the reference load temperatures derived by
this method at both frequencies, to simulate the 1/f conditions likely to prevail on Planck. Time
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series data were taken and transformed to yield the power spectrum and hence the measured 1/f
knee frequency.

Figure 30. Example of time series.

Figure 31. Frequency Spectrum, singly differenced data.

Figure 32. Power spectrum of the doubly differenced data for
4F2.

For Planck, it is extremely impor-
tant to have data with the lowest 1/f
knee frequency possible. Excessive 1/f
noise would degrade the data by in-
creasing the effective rms noise, de-
creasing the sensitivity, and increas-
ing the uncertainty in the measurement
of the power spectrum at low multi-
poles. The post-detection knee fre-
quency needs to be significantly lower
than the satellite rotation frequency
( fspin∼ 0.017 Hz), otherwise the resul-
tant maps will require de-striping. Al-
though at values offk ≤ 0.1 Hz it is
possible to apply destriping algorithms
to control the increase in rms noise to
within a few % of the white noise [37],
it is clearly preferable to avoid such
measures.

Figures30to 32show respectively
an example of a section of a typical
time sequence, a power spectrum taken
from a time sequence where the data
have been differenced between the sky
and reference load only (singly dif-
ferenced) and an example of a power
spectrum where the data for a longer
stream have been differenced also be-
tween the two detector diodes of the
two output streams.

The gain drift in the time sequence
is clearly evident. The first power spec-
trum shows a knee frequency of about
50 mHz, whereas the power spec-
trum of the doubly differenced data
indicates a knee frequency of about
10 mHz. It proved difficult to achieve
consistency in these measurements in
the laboratory set up at JBO, due to the
presence of many other operations and
frequencies on site. Hence the values
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quoted for the knee frequency in section6 are those obtained in the test campaign in Laben [30,
this volume] where individual Radiometer Chain Assemblies(RCAs) were tested and then Ra-
diometer Assembly Arrays (RAAs; the complete LFI) were tested.

5.7.2 Variation of 1/f knee frequency with gain modulation r

Figure 33. Variation in knee frequency with r-value.

The gain modulation factor may vary
during long integrations, and it may
be necessary to update it during mea-
surements. In flight, it will be possi-
ble to determine ther factor from the
measured data by three different meth-
ods [38]. Assuming the offset balanc-
ing will be done in software, the r value
can be calculated from radiometer data
acquired in total power mode, i.e. be-
fore differencing. The plan is to down-
load about 15 minutes per day of total
power mode data. The r factor can then
be calculated from i) the average of the sky and reference loads, ii) the ratio of the sky and refer-
ence load standard deviations, and iii) by minimising the knee frequency determined from the final
differenced data.

An example of such a minimization is shown in figure33, where several different r values have
been used, and the knee frequency resulting from each choicehas been determined.

This method is time consuming, so for online analysis, the other two methods mentioned will
be preferable.

5.8 Power consumption

The satellite as a whole has a stringent power budget becausethe cooling capacity of the cooler
chains is limited. The power budget of each FEM was thereforecarefully evaluated. The power
dissipation per stage for each of the amplifiers was combinedwith a contribution for the phase
switch and the 16 transistors used in the bias protection circuits to give the power dissipation for
the whole FEM. The results for each FEM are shown in table11. The total power dissipation
summed over all five FEMs was within the requirements at 30 and44 GHz.

5.9 Polarisation isolation

Each radiometer chain assembly (RCA) containing one FEM, includes two radiometers, one for
the “E” and one for the “H” linear polarizations, collected simultaneously for a single horn. Any
leakage between any of the channels will be interpreted as anadditional systematic polarized signal,
so it is important that the cross polarization leakage, or polarization isolation, should be as low as
possible. The mean cross polarization was found to be between -51 and -58 dB for all combinations.
The leakage from one channel back into the sky port of the other channel is between -32 and -34 dB,
which is very much less than is reflected back from the input itself (S11). These results ensure
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Table 11. Power dissipation for all the flight FEMs.

FEM Total Power (mW)

3F1 32.8
3F2 27.5
4F1 47.6
4F2 47.7
4F3 43.7

excellent polarisation isolation in the FEM for the purposeof CMB polarisation measurements.
The polarisation properties of these radiometers will thusbe controlled by the OMT properties.

6 Conclusions

We report in this paper the construction and testing of the FEMs at 30 and 44 GHz for the LFI in
the Planck mission [39, this volume]. The FEMs and BEMs, when combined, provide thelinearly
polarized radiometers at these frequencies. The specifications for these FEM units were agreed at
the outset of the project [19].

The LFI FEM parameters necessary to meet the science objectives at 30 and 44 GHz were
given as requirements and goals and are summarised in table12where they are compared with the
values actually achieved. The FEM units meet the requirements, within the measurement errors,
for most parameters and in particular the noise temperature. The units come close to the more
stringent goals in several parameters.

Of particular note are the noise temperatures achieved; these along with the wide bandwidths
are critical for the high sensitivity required for the Planck mission. Some LNAs within the FEMs
(see tables3 and 4) met the goals at 30 GHz and 44 GHz within the measurements errors and
reached 3 and 5 times the theoretical quantum limit respectively at the band centres. Furthermore,
a range of tests showed that LNAs and FEMs achieved the stability levels required to meet the
observing strategy of Planck. In particular, the 1/f noise knee frequency≤29 mHz, close to the
goal, met the conditions imposed by the 60 second rotation period of the spacecraft.

The linear polarization performance of the FEMs exceeded the requirements of the mission.
The isolation between the E- and H- polarizations was measured to be between 51 and 58 dBs
for the various FEMs. The LFI radiometers have very well determined position angle precision,
being determined by the accuracy of the waveguide engineering. The 30 and 44 GHz geometry is
accurate to∼ 0.1◦; the corresponding precision is∼ 1◦in the HFI polarimeters. The temperature
stability requirement values are given in table12. The temperature accuracy is controlled by the
HFI sensors and will be published in a later HFI paper. Planckwill thus add these temperature
values of the 4 K load to the differential measurements of LFIto give absolute temperature results.

The final system temperatures will include a contribution from the CMB and a possible con-
tribution from the spacecraft environment. All the FEMs passed their Test Review Board and
were deliverd to ESA and shipped to and received in Laben, on schedule. They were then inte-
grated into the Radiometer Chain Assembly and eventually into the Radiometer Array Assembly
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Table 12. Summary of the FEM goals, requirements and mean achieved performances.

Centre Goal Requirement Achieved
Frequency

(GHz)

Gain, excluding phase
switch insertion loss

30 33 dB 30 dB
(including phase switch)

31.1 dB (mean)

44 33 dB 30 dB
(including phase switch)

32.3 dB

Noise temperature of
the FEMs

30 6.1 K 8.6 K 8.9 K
(mean across band)

44 10.4 K 14.1 K 15.6
(mean across band)

Bandwidth 30 6 GHz 6 GHz 5.7 GHz
44 8.8 GHz 8.8 GHz 7.3 GHz

Isolation 30 <5% 10% ∼ 4.0%
44 <5% 10% 4.1%

1/f knee frequency 30 20 mHz <50 mHz ∼ 28 mHz
44 20 mHz <50 mHz ∼ 29 mHz

Temperature stability
requirements

10µKHz−1/2 >10 mHz

100µKHz−1/2 <10 mHz

of LFI at Laben. They underwent further testing at each stage, and were finaly integrated to the
spacecraft in Cannes and the whole instrument was cryogenically tested for the first time in CSL,
Liege. [see31, 32]
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